Early Pioneers of American Fork would have been proud to see their great grandchildren keeping their memories alive on July 24th, 2015 in Robinson Park. Descendants joined women from Cedar Hills, Manilla and American Fork DUP Camps to teach about pioneer life.

Over 235 visitors learned about the Proctor, Adamson and Brown families. They visited stations in the museum and park such as the silk industry, stereoscopes, pioneer children, handcarts, pioneer games, the Pony Express, rope making, the many uses of pig parts and cow milking.

Participating descendants of American Fork pioneers included; Dan Adams, Beverly Littlefield, LaDawn Carter, Marshell Olson, and Abbie Olson. Abbie, a 7-year-old 4th great granddaughter of John Singleton, taught cow milking and rewarded children with a bottle of chocolate milk.

Karen Adams, museum director, was delighted in the success and was happy to see the museum’s mission statement in action, “One Generation That Cares About Another.”